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                 This is a long shot I know but, I've been in a really tough situation and need help catching up so I don't fail. My grandfather died recently whom I was very close with which sent me into a very deep                This is a long shot I know but, I've been in a really tough situation and need help catching up so I don't fail. My grandfather died recently whom I was very close with which sent me into a very deep

                Advanced Algebra  Name ________________________________  7D: Regression Mo dels v2  The table below represents the Average cost of board at a public four -year college (in -state) from 196 8 to 201 6  Year  1968  1974  1980  1986  1992  1998  2004  2010  2016  Dollars  465  599  865  1,278  1,792  2,263  2,876  3,755  4,576  Based on current dollars. Data from the National Center for Education Statistics: Digest 201 8 Table 330.10 – updated April 2020   Independent variable: y = number of years after 19 70 Dependent variable: d = total cost in dollars  Use min imum of 4 decimal p laces .  Linear Regression model: d = 85.8861 y + 162.6167 ; r = 0.97678  1. Find the exp onential regression model (ERM ) for the data using given variable s  2. Define the meaning of the ERM ’s growth factor given the context of the problem .  3. To nearest dollar, what does ERM predict the cost for the year 202 1.  4,5. Show wor k (must have for full credit) which must include use of a logarithm to…   identify the closest year when the E RM pre dict when the cost will be $8,400.   6. Find the exp onential regression model (QRM ) for the data using given variable s.  7. Define the meaning of the QRM ’s y-inte rcept given the context of the problem .  8. To nearest dollar, what does QRM predict the average cost of for the year 202 1.  9. Use any method from Unit 7 (work not re quired),   identify the closest year when the QRM pre dict when the cost will be $8,400 .   10. Which regression model (linear, exp onential , q uadratic)   best fits t he given data AND WHY?            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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